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Abstract—Next-generation traffic management systems
will make use of on-board intelligence and communication
capabilities of vehicles and traffic infrastructure. In this paper,
we investigate a multiagent approach allowing vehicle agents
to form groups in order to co-ordinate their speed and lane
choices. Our hypothesis is that a decentralized approach based
on a co-operative driving method can contribute to higher and
smoother traffic flow, leading to higher speeds and less delays.
Our focus is on automated vehicle decision models. We develop a
group-oriented driving method with vehicle agents that perceive
their environment and exchange information. The paper
proposes decentralized dynamic vehicle grouping algorithm, a
conflict detection and global coordination method, and defines
individual driving strategies for vehicles. For validation, we
compare our method with a driving method implemented in the
commercial traffic simulation platform AIMSUN. Experimental
results indicate that group formation and group coordination
methods can improveme traffic network throughput.
MAS coordination, MAS cooperation, traffic vehicle grouping
(key words)

I. I NTRODUCTION
Next-generation traffic systems will feature onboard intelligence and Car-to-X communication capability. This implies
new control challenges and a shift from traditional hierarchical
organization to a multiagent systems organization. But it also
opens ample of new opportunities in terms of ad-hoc coordination and co-operation of vehicles and infrastructure components in order to maximize throughput and avoid breakdowns.
Our conception is that in future cyber-physical traffic and
transport ecosystems, vehicles and infrastructure components
will be equipped with software agents that make decisions
autonomously1 on behalf of traffic participants and control
authorities. In this work, we develop an agent-based model and
corresponding distributed algorithms that represent different
types of traffic participants with local goals, differing capacities (speed, acceleration, driving skills), and preferences (speed
or lane). The driving behavior of a vehicle (e.g. acceleration,
deceleration, or lane changing) is a function of its parameters
and of the traffic regulations. However, the ability of a traffic
participant to act according to its preferences is restricted by
other participants: Often, fast vehicles are forced to drive slow
This work was funded by the NTH Focused School for IT Ecosystems
(www.it-ecosystems.org).
1 We acknowledge the role of the human-in-the-loop, but it is not the focus
of this work.
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because overtaking or lane changing is not possible due to
slower vehicles (speed conflict problem). Consequently, traffic
congestion occurs and the travel times increase.
In this work, we approach the problem illustrated in the
scenario by proposing Group-oriented driving (GoD), a new
autonomous co-operative driving method. In GoD autonomous
vehicles are able to perceive their environment, communicate,
form groups, and co-ordinate their behaviors in order to avoid
and solve the conflict situations described above. We compare
our method with a (non-cooperative) reference driving method
implemented within the commercial traffic simulation platform
AIMSUN. We give simulation experiments that suggest that
the method can reduce travel times and delays, while the
overall benefit of the approach depends on the structure of
the overall vehicle population.
The paper is organized as follows: After discussing related
work in Section II, we give an overview of the GoD method
and the architecture of the multiagent system (MAS) used in
this work in Section III. Section IV describes the cooperation
protocol between autonomous vehicle agents and presents
the driving strategy of individual autonomous vehicle in the
context of the cooperative method. In Section V a case study
is used to evaluate the performance of GoD in terms of speed
and travel time.
II. R ELATED WORK
Methods of coordination and cooperation in MAS are considered e.g. in [1]–[3]. Barrett et al. [4] examine models for adhoc agent teamwork for an abstract simplified domain without
considering communication and sensory aspects. There are
various multiagent grouping technologies applying general
coordination and cooperation processes, e.g. [5], [6], but
no solutions tailored for the traffic domain. Therefore, we
provide a method for modeling, simulating, and analyzing
various traffic scenarios with autonomous vehicles at microscopic level. On the run-time side, we use AIMSUN [7]
as a traffic simulation system to model and simulate traffic
scenarios, and integrate it with the JADE framework [8] for
agent-based implementation. The resulting platform is “Agentbased Traffic Simulation System (ATSim)” [9]. We realize
a solution to support global system throughput on a macrolevel view while preserving decentralization and openness on
the individual vehicle micro-level. Hence, the infrastructure
elements of the traffic domain like traffic lights and/or vehicles

can use the agent paradigm. Research on multi-agent traffic
light coordination and cooperation is done by Bazzan [10],
whereas routing has been addressed by [11]. However, there
is a lack of work on decentralized vehicle agent coordination
and cooperation, which we consider in our work.
Today’s traffic simulation systems are widely used to analyze and manage traffic flows. Most research on traffic
simulation systems [7], [12], [13] simulates driver behavior
using mathematical models, e.g., for car following and lane
changing. However, using such models, it is not possible to
take the effect of communication and cooperation into account;
also, these models do not cover information, goal, and plan
states of autonomous vehicles. In order to make vehicles of a
traffic simulation system communicable and to support flexible
autonomous behavior, we introduce a group-oriented driving
method, as well spontaneous team formation and conflict
solutions with autonomous agents in MAS controlled by a
developed traffic simulation system.

MAS Services, Agent Controller, and Agent Container.
1) AIMSUN Simulation Model: contains a traffic model
with road networks, traffic lights and a traffic simulator.
It executes simulation processes and communicates with
external applications via provided API.
2) MAS services: is an interface for AIMSUN to communicate with agents of the multiagent system. It provides
services for creating and controlling agent life cycles for
controlling traffic objects like vehicles and traffic lights.
3) Multiagent system connector: is necessary since vehicles in Aimsun are created dynamically and controlled
by agents of a MAS. Agents need information of vehicles and simulated model (e.g. highway, traffic light)
for reasoning their actions. MAS connector is used for
exchanging information between AIMSUN and MAS.
4) Agent container: provides the environment for managing agents. We use Jade and agents which exist in agent
containers can communicate.

III. G O D METHOD AND MULTIAGENT

IV. C OOPERATION TECHNIQUES FOR

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

GROUPS AND CONFLICTS

The objective of GoD is to coordinate autonomous vehicles
such that fast vehicles are not blocked by slower vehicles.
The method makes use of the communication ability of
autonomous vehicles for coordinating them in a decentralized
fashion. Because GoD works decentrally on vehicles, there
is no need for modifying existing traffic infrastructures. The
method is based on a vehicle grouping concept. State of the art
traffic telematic solutions only allow a vehicle to communicate
with others, which are in a limited area (Range of Perception
(RoP)). Via grouping, vehicles can extend their RoP by multihop communication. Vehicles are coordinated at group level.
GoD allows vehicles e.g. to form groups that platoon based
on desired speed. In our approach, each group has a leader. In
case fast groups are blocked by other slow groups, the group
leaders will communicate with each other to arrange lanes
(called group lanes). Group lanes are known to all its members.
Driving on group lanes, fast vehicles can avoid being blocked
by other slow vehicles and vice versa. In the following the
main elements 1) Decentralized dynamic vehicle grouping,
2) Conflict detection, 3) Collaborative gap solution and 4)
Driving strategy of individual vehicles of GoD are described
in Section IV.
Multiagent system architecture: The usage of traffic simulation systems (TSS) [7], [12], [14], [15] for simulating traffic
scenarios are widely applied in the traffic management domain.
A TSS provides an easy way to model and configure various
traffic scenarios. However, vehicles simulated by such systems
use hard-coded mathematical models for simulating behaviors
of traffic participants. Thus, they can neither communicate
with others nor choose driving actions autonomously. Since
communication and autonomy capacities of vehicles are the
most important requirements of GoD, we employ an agentbased traffic system called ATSim as a test-bed for GoD [9].
As shown in Figure 1 ATSim is a composition of five main
components: AIMSUN Simulation Model, MAS Connector,

Communication between vehicles requires specification of
message protocols. We use the following simple message
format for all messages exchanged between vehicles:
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msg(id,ids ,idr ,content)
where id is identifier number of message. ids and idr are
identifier number of sender and receiver. Content of message
contains information exchanged between vehicles.
A. Decentralized vehicle grouping
The first step of GoDis group formation. For centralized
vehicle grouping extra devices like central coordinators need
to be part of the traffic network. Due to limitations of wireless
communication and computation, a coordinator can not communicate with all vehicles of a traffic network. This approach
is expensive when applying subcoordinators to a large traffic
network. We consider a decentralized approach, in which
group formation is accomplished via decisions and interaction
between individual autonomous vehicles (assuming that the
number of neighbors is known and there is no message loss).
We define a vehicle group Gx with leader x(idx , ax , dx , dsx )
as set of vehicles y with following property:
∀y ∈ Gx , f (x, y) ≤ αx
where αx is a fixed value predefined by x. The attributes
idx , ax , dx , dsx are identifier number, maximal acceleration
rate, maximal deceleration rate, and desired speed of x.
Function f (x, y) calculates the dissimilarity between vehicles x and y in terms of their maximal deceleration rate,
maximal acceleration rate, and desired speed. Thus, a group
leader x will accept any vehicle y as its member if the
dissimilarity f (x, y) is smaller than or equals αx . Using static
attributes as inputs for the dissimilarity function f (x, y), a
group leader x can decide if a vehicle y can participate in
its group or not. Since there is no centralized device for

Fig. 1.

ATSim system architecture

grouping vehicles, an autonomous vehicle x must decide. We
assume that for each attribute ax , dx , dsx of x there is a
maximal acceptable difference wa,x , wd,x , wds,x . The maximal
acceptable differences denote that x is willing to group with
vehicles y, whose attributes ay , dy , dsy are in the respective
areas [ax − wa,x , ax − wa,x ] , [dx − wd,x , dx − wd,x ], and
[dsx − wds,x , dsx − wds,x ].
Consider vehicle x(ax , dx , dsx ) and y(ay , dy , dsy ) as two
points in a three-dimensional space. The dissimilarity between
x and y is the measured distance between them. We employed
the Manhattan distance for calculating dissimilarities between
vehicles. Thus, the dissimilarity between x and y is measured
as follows:
f (x, y) = α1

|ax − ay |
|dx − dy |
|dsx − dsy |
+ α2
+ α3
(1)
wa,x
wd,x
wds,x

Where α1 , α2 , α3 are weighting parameters used to denote
the importance of dissimilarities of attributes. The choice of
values of α1 , α2 , α3 must satisfy the condition
α1 + α2 + α3 = αx

(2)

This work does not concentrate on developing methods for
choosing optimal values of α1 , α2 , α3 , αx . Values are given
in Section V.
We propose a decentralized grouping algorithms described
in Figure 2. Assume that a vehicle y is trying to find and
participate in a group. As a first step y requests every neighbor
vehicles x for group information by sending them messages
msg(id,idy ,idx ,reqGinfor). After receiving all reply
messages (msg(id,idx ,idy ,Gx )), y uses the dissimilarity function f (y, x) to find a suitable group (f (y, x) ≤
αy). If a vehicle group Gx is found, y sends a request
(msg(id,idy ,idx ,reqPar) to the leader x of Gx to ask
for participation. Group leader x uses f (x, y) to decide if y
is allowed to join its group or not. This means, in case of
f (x, y) ≤ αx ( or f (x, y) > αx ) x replies y with a positive (or
negative) response message msg(id,idx ,idy ,yes|no)).
In case of unsuccessful participation, y will consider to create
a group on its own (step 4) and waits for the participation of
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other vehicles. However, the creation of a new group requires
fulfillment of following conditions:
1) y is not member of any group.
2) y knows that there is at least one candidate vehicle z
with f (y, z) < αy .
3) y has the greatest id in compare with id of other
candidate vehicles.
Group creator takes the role of a group leader. The leader
maintains number of members and decides when it wants to
remove its group. It happens that a created group receives
no participation request from candidate vehicles. Maintaining
an empty group does not allow leader to participate to other
groups. Thus, the leader should remove its empty group after
some time (we use three simulation steps in the following
experiments).
B. Group conflicts and solution
A conflict between vehicle groups is defined as a situation,
in which a group of fast vehicles is driving behind a group
of slow ones. It can be detected by leader or members.
This means, all members xa of a vehicle group Gx maintain
information of its group. At each simulation step, xa sends
msg(id,idxa ,idz ,reqGinfor) message to its neighbors
z to find other groups. Receiving the neigbhors response,
xa uses the following binary decision function to determine
conflict between his own Gx and neighbor group Gz .

if dsx − dsz > wds,x ∧
 yes
∃zn ∈ Gz , pzn < pxa
conf (Gx , Gz ) =
(3)

no
otherwise
where pxa and pzn are positions of xa and zn on the highway.
Once a conflict is detected (conf (Gx , Gz )), xa sends information of group Gz to its leader. A group leader coordinates
its members via group lanes. Group lanes are only reserved
for members of a vehicles group. The choice of group lanes
bases on following two criteria:
1) The group lanes should require the least possible lane
changing of members.

1: y scans, evaluates groups Gx around.
y adds Gx with f (y, x) ≤ αy to a group list A
2: y chooses Gx with minimal f (y, x) and
removes it from A. y participates to Gx
[A = ∅ ]

[A 6= ∅ ]
[participation is not successful]

[successful participation]
(f (x, y) ≤ αx )

3:y adds visible neighbours z with
f (y, z) ≤ αy to candidate list C.
[C = ∅ ∨ ∃z ∈ C, idz > idy

[C 6= ∅ ∧ ∀z ∈ C, idy > idz ]

Fig. 2.

Activity diagram

2) The group lanes should warranty that fast groups are not
blocked by slow groups.
We use a dominant method to determine group lanes of
conflict groups. Suppose hn is lane n of highway h and Gx
is in following conflicts: conf (Gx , Gz1 ), ..., conf (Gx , Gzn ).
Dominant value vx,n of Gx on lane hn is calculated using the
following function:
vx,n = numx,n −

zn
X

numi,n

4:create my group Gy

(4)

i=z1

where numx,n is the number of members of Gx on lane hn .
It was defined that the leader of a fast group is allowed to
choose its group lane first. Calculating dominant values of
its groups for all lanes, x chooses lanes with vx,n ≥ 0 as
its group lanes. If all dominant values are negative, a lane
with maximal dominant value is chosen. The group lanes of
x are marked as busy and can not be chosen by other conflict
(slower) groups Gz1 , ..., Gzn . Leader vehicle x publishes its
group lanes to members and leaders of conflict groups via
message msg(id,idx ,[idz1..n ,idxa ],infGlanes).

C. Collaborative gap problem solution
As described in previous section, group lanes are used for
coordinating members of a vehicle group to avoid conflict
situation. Member vehicles not driving on the group lane may
want to change their current lane to the group lane. In normal
traffic, it is impossible for a driver to change lane, if the
free gap on the future lane is too small (or does not exist).
Therefore the driver must stay on its lane until he finds a gap,
which is large enough for safe lane changing (gap problem).
Using communication, an autonomous vehicle can work with
others to create its own gap for lane changing. Consider the
gap problem of the following example illustrated in Figure 4:
Assume that vehicle Vc wants to change to lane 1. Each
vehicle Va , Vb , Vc needs a distance to stop, which is denoted
by the length of arrow in front of it (see Figure 4). Let
s(Va , Vc ) denote the gap between Va and Vc . s(Vc , Vb ) is the
gap between Vc and Vb . In normal traffic, Va always drives at
a secure speed, which allows it to stop behind Vb . This speed
can be calculated using the car-following model of Gipps [16].
As shown in Figure 4 the stop position p(Vc ) of Vc is before
the stop position p(Va ). This means, if Vc changes to lane 1
and has to stop there, Va would not be able to stop in time
and collide with Vc .
For safe lane changing the following conditions must hold
for Vc :
1) The rear gap s(Va , Vc ) should be big enough to allow
Va to stop behind Vc .
2) The front gap s(Vc , Vb ) should be big enough to allow
Vc to stop behind Vb .

Fig. 3. Two vehicle groups Gx = [x1, x2, x3, x4] and Gz = [z, z1] are in
conflict

Consider the example in Figure 3. Assume that a fast group
vehicle Gx = [x, x1, x2, x3, x4] and a slow Gz = [z, z1] are
in conflict conf (Gx , Gz ). Dominant values of Gx for lanes
1, 2, 3 are respectively 0, 4, −1. Thus x chooses lanes 1, 2 as
its group lanes.
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D. Individual vehicle driving strategy
”When should a vehicle follow the coordination of leader
and when not?”. To answer this, we developed a state-based
lane choosing strategy. A vehicle is considered always to be in
one of four states Grouping, Forming, Overtaking,
Free Driving. At each state vehicle is defined to choose
lanes based on coordination or lane-utility.

Lane 1

Va

Vb

Lane 2

Vc

p(Vc)
s(Va, Vc)

Fig. 4.

p(Va)

s(Vc, Vb)

Vc tries to switch lanes from Va and Vb

Grouping: This state denotes that a vehicle does not
belong to any group. Being in this state the vehicle will
try to drive on lane, which permits it to reach its desired
speed (utility-based decision).
• Forming: This state a vehicles belongs to a group and is
not driving on group lanes. The vehicle ignores its own
utility and follows the coordination of leader. This means,
the vehicle accepts to reduce its current speed to change
to group lanes if necessary.
• Overtaking: This state denotes that a vehicle belongs to
a group and is driving on one of group lanes. The vehicle
uses utility-based decision only on its group lanes. This
means, vehicle will try to change to another group lane
if the lane maximizes its utility.
• Free Driving: A vehicle in this state is a group member
and driving in front of all others. Being in this state the
vehicle ignores the coordination of (or behinds) group
leader and uses utility-based decision for choosing its
future lane.
We used the following function for calculating utility-value of
vehicle x on a lane n:
•

new
current
current
Ux,n = [Vs,n
− Vs,n
] + [V n ewx,n − Vx,n
]

(5)

new
is potential speed of successor of x on lane n.
Where Vs,n
current
is actual speed of successor of x. V n ewx,n is the
Vs,n
potential speed of x if it changes to lane n. Vxcurrent is the
current speed of x on its current lane. We employed the carfollowing model of Gipps [16] for calculating the speed V of
vehicle. The utilities-based decision allows x to choose lane,
on which x can accelerate its speed as much as possible and
blocks its follower vehicle as little as possible.
The example in Figure 3 shows states of vehicles. Being
member of Gx and driving behind member z of conflict
group Gz , vehicles x, x2, x3 are in state Overtaking. Thus,
x, x2, x3 can use its utility-based lane choice on group lanes
1, 2 (see example in Section IV-B). Being in state Forming
x1 obeys the coordination of x. It tries to change to group
lanes 2 to avoid slow vehicles z1, z of conflict group Gz .
Vehicle x4 has overtaken all members z, z1 of Gz . Thus it is
in state free Driving and must not follow the coordination
of leader x. It uses utility-based lane choice strategy to find
future lane. Vehicle y does not participate to any group and is
at state Grouping. Therefore the choice is between staying
on its own lane or changing to lane 2 based on its utility.
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V. E XPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
This section presents a case study to validate the scalability
and performance of ATSim by means of simulation experiments. The results of speed and delays of each test show many
advantages in the simulation of the GoD method compared to
a simulation with standard traffic parameters.
Our simulation scenario describes three different types of
vehicles: (1) fast, (2) medium and (3) cautious. The properties
of the different class types are allegorized through desired
speed, maximum delay, and acceleration. This test is generated
twice with AIMSUN. First, data is collected with a standard
driving setting of AIMSUN before ATSim is used in a second
run to control the group-oriented driving method. The three
classes of vehicles have the following properties in all simulations:
2
• fast: desired speed 160km/h, maximum delay −8m/s ,
2
acceleration 6m/s ;
• medium: desired speed 80km/h, maximum delay
−8m/s2 , acceleration 4m/s2 ;
• cautious: desired speed 60km/h, maximum delay
−6m/s2 , acceleration 2m/s2 .
With GoD fast vehicles can go with their desired speeds
and improve delays and acceleration times reaching their goals
without blocking others. Therefore the delay of all is reduced
seen in Figure 5. Here, (a) depicts the simulation results for
manned vehicles, GoD was not applied during the simulation,
while (b) shows the results for autonomous vehicles. In (a), the
delays of the medium class are distributed in the range from
0 to 23 sec/km. The average delay of a medium fast class
varies at 3 sec/km (green horizontal line). Hence, the delay
of medium manned deviates up to 20 sec/km. In comparison,
when GoD is applied, the average delay is approximately 1
sec/km lower. Remark that the maximal deviation of average
delay decreases to only 5 seconds during the simulation. Looking at the fast class, we see similar results, they have better
travel times in the autonomous simulation. For the cautious
class results are almost identical which is not surprising as
cautious vehicles are the slowest and rather block other traffic
participants than being blocked very often themselves.
In real traffic, vehicles in a group have small differences in
their properties. Parts (c) and (d) of Figure 5 show simulation
results with slight variations which allow vehicles in one group
to have a maximum difference in the desired speed of -10
km/h, maximum delay and acceleration by −0.5m/s2 .

c)

Time (minutes)

AIMSUN Standard Settings

Time (minutes)

Time (minutes)

Cautious
Fast

Fig. 5.

ATSim GoD method

Time (minutes)

Medium
All

Simulation results

Property differences have negative influence on the speed
of autonomous vehicles in one group. As a consequence, it
is important to form groups in such a way that property
differences inside its group members is harmonized. Both tests
illustrate big differences between vehicle groups (by means
of desired speed, delay, and acceleration) have in total better
results with the GoD method.
ATSim is relatively slow in simulating the traffic model for
larger numbers of vehicles. For instance, up to 1.2 seconds and
160 megabyte memory are required to simulate one simulation
step in the case of 2000 vehicles. Thus, at the current stage,
ATSim is suitable to simulate small to medium traffic models
with limited number of agents (simulation at microscopic
level). The good news is that both time and memory grow
approximately linear with the number of agents, which may
induce that the size of the simulation can be increased by a
linear factor by using more powerful hardware or distributed
computing resources. This preliminary hypothesis needs to be
confirmed by further experiments.
VI. D ISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
This work considered a specific traffic scenario. Deeper
analysis is required to answer whether the GoD method
provides advantages compared to the non-cooperative driving
method for situations when vehicles drive very close to each
other in dense traffic. Yet, first results in evaluating GoD
have been promising. Future work will examine and compare
different group coordination architectures and strategies for
determining group life time, and strategies of initiating and
abandoning groups. We plan to investigate richer vehicle
models including strategy learning, and consider interaction of
agents and infrastructure components (such as traffic lights).
We reported first results that study local and group decisionmaking strategies based on agent-oriented data-mining and
reinforcement learning in [17]. Additionally, we considered
different traffic management scenarios including optimizing
throughput at individual and subsequent intersections, or cooperative group-based routing of platoons. A further venue
for our research are communication strategies (with whom to
exchange what information).
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d)

Delays (seconds/km)

ATSim GoD method

Delays (seconds/km)

b)

Delays (seconds/km)

AIMSUN Standard Settings

Delays (seconds/km)

a)
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